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Abstract — In this article, a suitable framework to identify, track and           
forecast lightning data is provided. The accuracy of these forecasts          
are tested, using 5 years of historic lightning data, and the results for             
various future time periods is presented. In conclusion, it was found           
that lightning data can be useful to track and forecast storms for            
short   periods   of   time   (<15   minutes). 

Index Terms —Alpha Shape: A family of piecewise linear simple         
curves in the  Euclidean plane  associated with the shape of a finite          
set   of   points. 

DBSCAN: Density based spatial clustering of applications with        
noise. 

Nowcasting: A description of present weather conditions and        
forecast   of   those   immediately   expected. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The following article provides a suitable framework to track and          
nowcast clusters produced from lightning data. Existing       
thunderstorm nowcasting methods are based on satellite data,        
radar data, lightning data or a combination of both. Examples of           
such methods include the TITAN system [1] which nowcasts         
thunderstorms in Cartesian radar data or [3] which created a          
framework to  nowcast and perform statistical analysis on 3         
dimensional lightning data . In this article, the accuracy of short          
term thunderstorm forecasting is determined using only real-time        
lightning   data.  
  

II. METHODOLOGY 

The lightning data is first clustered using the DBSCAN algorithm          
[2]. Clusters are assigned in accordance with the density of data           
points. Regions with a high density of points depict the existence           
of clusters whereas regions with a low density of points indicate           
clusters of noise. The clustered lightning point data is then          
converted into alpha shapes, such as convex hulls and concave          
hulls,   in   order   to   decrease   their   dimensions   and   attributes.  

This is done in order to create a single manageable storm object            
in place of the thousands of lightning discharge data points. This           
greatly alleviates load processing, especially for calculations such        
as   intersections   and   projections. 
 
The movement of a 15 minute history lightning cluster is then           
tracked within a moving window  of 1 minute. Lightning clusters          
which spatially overlap, within two time sequences, were        
detected and stored in a database as a GIS feature layer, identified            
with a column named IN_ID. In all cases, the optimal          
intersection is found by determining the minimum change in         
position and area between any two lightning clusters within two          
time sequences. Several other  cluster attributes are also recorded         
in   the   database   during   this   process   as   presented   in     Table   I. 
 

Table   I:   Database   columns   to   enable   lightning   tracking 
Column   Name Description 

OBJECTID Unique   lightning   cluster   identifier 

START Start   time   of   lightning   cluster 

SHAPE Concave   spatial   outline   of   cluster 

CENTER_X Latitude   co-ordinate   of   cluster   centroid 

CENTER_Y Longitude   co-ordinate   of   cluster   centroid 

NUMSTRIKE Number   of   lightning   strokes   in   cluster 

IN_ID OBJECTID   of   first   lightning   cluster   in   track 

 
The IN_ID column enables a lightning cluster to be tracked. This           
is done by assigning an identical value to spatially overlapping          
lightning clusters over several time sequences. Figure 1 describes         
the process of assigning the IN_ID value to a cluster in more            
detail. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclidean_plane


 
Figure   1:   Assignment   of   IN_ID   value   to   lightning   clusters 

 
The lightning clusters were forecasted by projecting each tracked         
cluster using different time periods. The magnitude of the         
projection   is   calculated   by   multiplying   the   mean   of   the 
distances between the historic cluster centroids with the number         
of minutes in the period. The direction is calculated by          
performing a linear fit on to the historic cluster centroids          
positions   as   shown   in   Figure   2. 
 

 
Figure   2:   Linear   fit   on   historic   lightning   cluster   centroid   positions 

 
The forecasting accuracy was tested by determining how many         
projected clusters intersected with actual future clusters. An        
example of a successful intersection is shown In Figure 3, where           
the red polygon, representing the forecasted data, spatially        
overlaps with the blue polygon, representing some future        
clustered   lightning   storm   data . 
 

 
Figure   3:   Successful   forecasted   lightning   cluster   prediction 

 

III. RESULTS 

Figure 4 represents a histogram of the track length (in minutes)           
for every found lightning cluster using 1 minute intervals. It was           
found that about 80% of the detected storms using the tracking           
method were only trackable for about 20 minutes. This doesn’t          
necessarily   mean   that   there   is   no   lightning   in   the   area.  

 
Figure   4:   Histogram   of   Lightning   cluster   track   length  

 
 
 

The forecasting analysis was optimized by utilising multiple        
processors in order to speed up the processing of large quantities           
of historic lightning data. The “multiprocessing” library allowed        
more lightning data to be analysed in a shorter period of time and             
ultimately became invaluable in meeting time constraints. The        
percentage accuracy of the forecasts, using historic lightning data         
retrieved between January 2011 and December 2015, was        
calculated   with   the   following   process: 



● Divide each dataset into time interval chunks in which         
continuous   lightning   existed. 

● Divide the total number of lightning clusters, in each         
chunk, equally and distribute amongst the available       
processors. 

● On each processor, forecast the lightning cluster and        
record   if   an   intersection   was   obtained. 

● Sum the number of successful forecasts, from each        
processor,   and   calculate   the   percent   accuracy.  

Table II and Figure 5 present the accuracy result of forecasting           
lightning   clusters   using   various   periods. 
 

Table II: Percentage accuracy of forecasted lightning data for various          
time   periods 
 
 

Year Period   (minutes) Accuracy   (%) 

2011 

5 81.08926 

10 57.35495 

20 29.83065 

40 15.00907 

60 10.51074 

2012 

5 81.53748 

10 56.60263 

20 31.51952 

40 16.76579 

60 11.90573 

Year Period   (minutes) Accuracy   (%) 

2013 

5 81.66674 

10 58.64720 

20 32.06948 

40 16.86947 

60 11.93244 

2014 
 

5 81.43399 

10 58.22673 

20 31.08034 

40 16.04013 

60 11.35552 

2015 

5 80.83293 

10 57.36651 

20 31.62160 

40 16.93113 

60 11.76398 

 
In Figure 6, it becomes evident that an inversely proportional          
relationship exists between accuracy versus time period of the         
forecasts. 

 
Figure   5:   Accuracy   vs   Time   Period   for   forecasted   lightning   data 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, stored real-time lightning data can be used to track           
and forecast storms for short periods of time (<15 minutes). For           
longer periods, it was determined that most found lightning         
clusters died out after about 20 minutes which hinders its use in            
these cases. In terms of future work, the technique can be           
enhanced if other sources, especially weather radar data, are         
incorporated   into   the   tracking   algorithm.  
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